
Our company is looking to fill the role of security business analyst. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for security business analyst

Leverage existing data mining tools and security monitoring tools to collect,
search, sort, and organize large amounts of information
Knowledge of incident response and crisis management, awareness of latest
cyber security trends and developments
Familiarity with Symantec DLP, Qlikview, Splunk, Securonix, Varonis
Familiarity with computer system hardware and software including, operating
systems, databases, interfaces, and logging
Utilizing key stakeholders and other available resources research, facilitating
discussions, analyzing and evaluating options and providing
recommendations to the Program Manager/Project Manager
Collaborating with project stakeholders to ensure end solution meets
requirements and gaining an understanding of the context and impact of the
project to the business line
Conducting business needs and functional/non-functional requirements
elicitation and completing functional requirements documentation through
the full sign off process for project/program documentation
Documenting procedure and policy changes from current state model
showing future state impacts of project and managing through the full sign
off process
Managing project tasks assigned within scope, quality and time-frame
allocated with PM supervision
Identifying and recording risks, issues, dependencies and assumptions in
accordance with project standards
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Act as SPOC for business requirements and represents the end user in the
development team
Partnering with Testing Analysts to ensure test plans are developed and
executed in alignment with internal standards and external compliance
requirements
Ensuring User Acceptance and Functional Testing is complete and confirms
test results meet documented business needs
Partnering with the User Experience and Transition Communities of Practice
to ensure training plans and materials support overall business requirements
Bachelor’s degree in business, IT, or a related discipline
Minimum 3 years’ experience working with NIST 800-53 or other relatable
information security and privacy frameworks


